During the propagation of coherent mesoscale eddies, they directly or indirectly induce many effects and interactions at different scales, implying eddies are actually serving as a kind of energy carrier or energy source for these eddy-related dynamic processes. To quantify this dynamically significant energy flow, the multi-year averaged horizontal eddy energy fluxes (EEFs) were estimated by using satellite altimetry data and a two-layer model based on hydrographic climatology. There is a strong net westward transport of eddy energy estimated at the mean value of ,13.3 GW north of 56N and ,14.6 GW at the band 56S , 446S in the Southern Hemisphere. However, poleward of 446S east-propagating eddies carry their energy eastward with an averaged net flux of ,3.2 GW. If confirmed, it would signify that geostrophic eddies not only contain the most of oceanic kinetic energy (KE), but also carry and spread a significant amount of energy with them.
. Nearly synoptic global pictures of the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) distribution are now available from these advanced satellite altimetry missions [4] [5] [6] . Simple scale analysis 7 and altimetry data analysis 8, Plate 6 clearly show that EKE is two orders of magnitude larger than the mean flow KE. Ferrari and Wunsch 9 also concluded that ''Oceanic KE is dominated by the geostrophic eddy field''.
In addition, mesoscale eddies are the most significant and energetic component of ocean general circulation. They induce transport of heat, salt, carbon, and nutrients and interact with many other dynamic components at different spatial/temporal scales, such as atmospheric forcing 10 , mean flow 11 and internal gravity waves 12 . They exert influence on inertial oscillations 13 and diapycnal mixing 14 . Moreover, the influence of eddies or isolated vortices can penetrate into the deep circulation [15] [16] [17] . Most mesoscale eddies move westward in basins with meridional boundaries, carrying energy westward 2, 3 . However, up till now the quantified horizontal energy flux carried by eddies in the world oceans remains unclear. Because this is a critically important component of the global energy budget, a clear dynamical picture and a detailed balance are most desirable. Thus in this paper the eddy-related mechanical energy transport, including potential and kinetic energy (KE), was examined based on the previously published method 18 .
Results
The eddy detection and auto-tracking (see Methods) based on weekly TOPEX/ERS merged sea surface height anomaly (SSHA) data over the period 1993 , 2010 were firstly conducted. Approximately 403,500 eddies were identified and the number of long-lived cyclonic (anticyclonic) eddies with lifetime $ 4 weeks were 72341 (67506); thus, 34.7% of the observed eddies were long-lived. As the derived eddy propagating speeds are able to significantly influence the final analysis, the results were compared with those derived from Chelton and Schlax dataset (http://cioss.coas.oregonstate.edu/eddies/, CS hereafter). As shown in Fig. 1 , the results agree with theirs in latitudinal variations of both zonal averaged westward and zonal averaged northward propagating speeds. A map of the average values of the advective nonlinearity parameter defined by the maximum rotational current speed over the propagation speed of the eddy were also shown in Fig. 2 because strong nonlinearity means the energy will not radiate away at different scales but concentrate within the eddy 19 . Secondly, the eddy energy and associated energy source/sink were estimated by assuming that the watercolumn-integrated eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is equally partitioned between the barotropic mode and the first baroclinic mode and by using a two-layer model with equivalent interface depth inferred from a continuously stratified model (see Method). The total amount of EKE is estimated at 0.96 EJ (1 EJ 5 10 18 J); the global amount of eddy available gravitational potential energy (EAGPE) is 1.63 EJ. The global distribution of eddy energy is shown in Fig. 3 . It is found that the eastern part of the basin and the ocean interiors near the equatorial band (except the region where tropical instability waves exist) are characterized by the lower eddy energy, typically below the level of 10 3 J/m 2 . The western part of basin, in particular the western boundary currents (WBCs, hereafter) and their extensions and the associated recirculation regimes, are characterized by rather high eddy energy (on the order of 10 4 -10 5 J/m 2 ). Another outstanding feature is the high eddy energy, both EKE and EAGPE, associated with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). These regions of high eddy energy are associated with energetic mesoscale variability due to strong baroclinic instability, and barotropic instability may also contribute to these regions of high eddy energy 20 . A map of eddy energy sources and sinks is shown in Fig. 4 (the color bar is chosen for best visualization). This map is rather similar to Figure 3 in ref. 21 . Overall, dissipation of eddy energy is more dominating within the western boundary regions. Inferring from maps of mean eddy-energy generation rates and dissipation rates ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), intense eddy-energy dissipations and generations also occur in the ocean interior, in particular near the intense currents and the associated recirculation regimes. It means WBCs are also able to serve as a significant source of eddy energy. Based on this framework and the updated eddy searching scheme, the globally integrated eddy energy generation rates are estimated at 0.38 TW in EKE and 0.60 TW in EAGPE, with the total energy generation rate Next step was to examine multi-year averaged horizontal eddy energy fluxes (EEFs, here after). With eddy energy and trajectory calculated, the zonal and meridional energy fluxes associated with moving eddies were calculated accordingly, Fig. 5 .
Within the subtropical band, both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies transport energy westward. Individual eddies are able to carry a large amount of energy, and the multi-year averaged EEF carried by these eddies can be as high as ,80 MW/degree westward. Due to the combination of high eddy concentration and high translation speed (as implicated by the formula of phase speed for the baroclinic firstmode Rossby waves), the westward EEF in the subtropical counter current around 20uN in the Pacific and in the subtropical gyres of the Southern Hemisphere around 25uS reach relatively high values. Cyclones and anticyclones give comparative contributions, except off the west coasts of Australia where EEF is dominated by cyclonic eddies 2, 22 . Additionally, high EEF in WBCs and the recirculation systems are due to the strong unstable and meandering flows that give rise to shed-off eddies propagating within the recirculation systems. In the Northern Hemisphere around 35uN, especially on the equatorward side of the eastward currents like the Gulf Stream, the westward EEF carried by cyclones is able to reach the level of ,80 MW/degree (Fig. 5a ). The circumstance on the equatorward side of the Kuroshio around 34uN is similar, but the corresponding EEF is much weaker. Likewise, the predominant energy flux induced by anticyclones appears on the poleward side of these eastward currents, but the regions are much narrower (Fig. 5c ). This is consistent with the geographical distribution of eddy polarity discussed by ref. 2. In the Southern Hemisphere, along east coasts of continents strong westward components of EEF are associated with the strong WBCs, such as the Agulhas Current, the East Australian Current and the Brazil Current. Eddies in the Benguela Current contribute to another local high value of westward EEF.
Eastward EEF appears primarily in the ACC and other strong eastward boundary currents, such as the Kuroshio Extension at 38uN band, the Gulf Stream Extension at 40uN band and the Agulhas Return Current. The existence of eastward moving eddies may be explained by the fact that they are advected by mean flow 23 . The zonally averaged zonal EEF changes sign around 44uS (Fig. 6a) . In particular, the latitudinal band of 56uS to 61uS has no zonal boundary, where eddy activity is very strong, and the associated eastward EEF is high. Within the core of ACC, the eastward EEF (including ,50 MW/degree contribution from cyclones and ,50 MW/degree contribution from anticyclones) are on the order of ,100 MW/degree, with the highest value exceeding ,200 MW/ degree.
Comparing with the zonal component, the meridional component of EEF does not have a clear pattern of sign in most basin interiors ( Fig. 5b & 5d) . Even in the subtropical bands full of eddies, there seems no well-defined sign of meridional energy transport. It seems that at a given location EKE/EAGPE transport can be either poleward or equatorward, appearing at different times. However, eddies generated in meridional boundary currents, specially the Leeuwin Current, the Agulhas Current and the Benguela Current originated from the Agulhas Retroflection, have their preferable meridional deflection according to their polarity 2, 22 . Hence, there are dominant directions of meridional EKE/EAGPE transport. For example, the poleward EEF for Leeuwin Current cyclones is ,20 MW/degree, the southward energy flux of cyclones in the Agulhas Current is ,35 MW/degree, and the northward flux for Agulhas anticyclonic rings pinching off the Agulhas Retroflection and joining the Benguela Current is ,40 MW/degree. High values of meridional components of mean EEF for both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies, are mainly concentrated in the vicinity of the major surface current systems, especially the ACC. The multi-year averaged meridional components of EEF in the ACC band are on the order of 25 MW/ degree. In the ACC band meridional energy flux associated with cyclones are equatorward while those associated with anticyclones are poleward. It is opposite to what occurs north of ACC 2, 22 . Such behavior is associated with the shedding process of an eastward jet, and it may be explained by the vorticity balance analysis 24 .
To illustrate an overall estimate of the strength of the zonal energy transport due to eddies, the world oceans were separated into 5 zonal bands according to different eddy-concentrated regions and the meridionally-integrated zonal EEFs are shown (Fig. 6b) . Nine cases of calculation based on different scales of spatial filter (with half-power cutoffs at 5u, 10u and 15u) and different thresholds of closed contour of SSHA (at 64 cm, 65 cm and 66 cm) are also considered here for accuracy. Overall, there is nearly ,13.3 GW of westward eddy energy transport in the Northern Hemisphere and ,14.6 GW of westward eddy energy transport in the 5u , 44uS band in the Southern Hemisphere. In addition, there is ,3.2 GW mean eastward eddy energy transport in the unique ACC band.
Discussion
The energy pathways (not cascade, but spatial energy flow) related to the nonlinear mesoscale eddies, the most energetic component of mesoscale variability, can be understood by connecting the energy transports with their sources and sinks. As illustrated in the Supplementary Fig. S2 , the EEF vectors among different regimes of their horizontal divergence denote the energy transports between these sources and sinks on average. When westward EEFs at midlatitudes arrive in the western boundaries, they mainly converge there, implying eddy energy dissipations dominate in the western boundaries. However, the eddy energy that dissipates here does not necessarily come from where the eddies are generated because eddymean flow interaction occurs everywhere during their propagation 25 . The estimates of multi-year averaged EKE/EAGPE fluxes induced by long-lived mesoscale eddies indicate that high flux of EKE/ EAGPE is compatible with the locations of energetic regions of mesoscale variability. Meanwhile, it is found that the multi-year averaged EEFs result from those eddies with lifetimes no less than 17 weeks strongly contribute to the eddy energy transports in the interiors of ocean basins ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). More significant is that EEFs are comparable with the mean energy input from the wind into the geostrophic currents in each 1u 3 1u bin, implying most of the eddy energy, originated from potential energy of large-scale mean flow generated by the wind, is carried away by mesoscale eddies rather than dissipated locally. Thus, geostrophic eddies not only contain the most of ocean KE, but also carry and spread a significant amount of energy with them. It is noted that the EEFs estimated in this study come from mesoscale coherent vortexes, whereas a significant part of energy flux due to other types of eddying motions is not included in this estimation. Both mean advection and wind can affect the direction of EEFs, but how these effects modify EEFs is beyond the scope of this study.
There are several uncertainties in the present estimations. First, the criterion of 65 cm closed contour of SSHA chosen for eddy identification may underestimate the eddy area. However, the alteration of this standard does not seem to substantially affect the results. Second, a 2-dimension spatial high-pass filtering with critical halfpower cutoffs was chosen and the estimates are more sensitive to the scales of spatial filter rather than the thresholds of closed contour of SSHA that were chosen in the eddy detection. Here we show spatial patterns of eddy energy, sources and sinks, and associated EEFs when spatial filter with half-power cutoffs at 10u of longitude and 10u of latitude is applied, because we confirmed that most of the eddy signals are retained from the spectrum analysis and the animations of filtered SSHA field (both not shown). Third, animation of the filtered SSHA field shows that the temporarily distorted eddies involving with eddy-flow interaction or eddy-eddy interaction in the strong currents have rather complex movements compared with the isolated eddies with persistent and coherent structures in weak flow. Thus, tracking these eddies in the ACC and WBC extensions are rather difficult, and the error of tracking results there may be relatively large. Fourth, the results reported in this paper are limited by the current state of art in this field. For example, the vertical structure of eddies is unclear. In this study, because eddies may penetrate quite deep [15] [16] [17] [26] [27] [28] we use the interface depth inferred from an equivalent 2-layer model (Fig. 2 in ref. 18) , which is deeper than the depth of main thermocline. The calculation is based on a working assumption that the water-column-integrated EKE is equally participated between the barotropic mode and the first baroclinic mode, and energy in higher baroclinic modes are not considered here although they are typically concentrated in the upper ocean mixed layer 29, 30 . There is currently, however, no better understanding of such partition in the ocean based on observation. Thus, we adapted this seemingly crude assumption. Whether these assumptions are appropriate are left for further studies based on in situ observations and eddy-resolving numerical models.
Despite the potential shortcoming in these estimates, we hope that the spatial patterns of EEFs, the latitudinal variations of EEF components and other aspects of our results are useful for understanding how mesoscale eddies are transferring energy across the ocean basins.
Methods
The dataset. The weekly TOPEX/ERS merged data distributed by Archiving Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Data in Oceanography (AVISO) over period 1993 , 2010 were used in the analysis. They are referred to as the ''Reference'' Series and cover the latitude band from 60uS to 60uN on a Mercator grid with resolution of 1/3u. Through interpolation, a global dataset with uniform resolution of 1/4u by 1/4u grid was obtained. As errors of altimetry data are larger near continental boundaries, the sea surface height anomaly (SSHA) data over regimes with depth shallower than 200 meters were abandoned. Many issues related to the quality and utility of this dataset have been discussed in previous studies, e.g. refs. 2 & 3.
The stratification was calculated based on the WOA01 annual mean climatology of temperature and salinity 31 . The vertical profiles of T and S at each 1u 3 1u grid point were linearly interpolated to a vertically uniform grid of 50 meter interval. The buoyancy frequencies were calculated by using the standard Matlab subroutine: seawater (http://www.cmar.csiro.au/datacentre/ext_docs/seawater.htm).
Mesoscale eddy identification and tracking. A two-dimensional Gaussian high-pass filter was applied to the SSHA fields to identify eddy-like signals with space scales of 100 km. The filter was designed as follows:
where K is the filter transfer function and k 0 is the spatial cut-off wavelength. Here k 0 was chosen to insure that spatial filtering has half-power cutoffs at 10u of longitude and 10u of latitude; this choice of filtering retains most of mesoscale signals.
Eddy identification. Three criteria were applied to identify eddies.
1)
A closed contour of SSHA $65 cm. The 65 cm threshold was chosen so that eddies in the relatively low-energetic and more stable regions, such as the North Pacific Subtropical Countercurrent region, are able to be detected. These eddies have shapes similar to the Gaussian profile. However closed contours in the energetic WBCs will result in larger eddy area due to higher amplitude of SSHA, and the shapes of these eddies are close to meanders. These meanders are the dominating mesoscale features drawing energy from the unstable mean flow.
2)
The zonal and longitudinal spreads of the area enclosed by SSHA contour are both at least 0.5u.
3)
There is at least one SSHA maximum (or minimum) in the enclosed area. To find the location of the eddy and minimize the errors, the central location of the eddy was defined as the midpoint between the centroid of the area within the closed SSHA contour and the location of the SSHA extremum. As f approaches zero near the equator, eddy calculation in this study was limited to 5u off the equator. , where c R is the local long baroclinic Rossby wave phase speed 32 and Dt 5 7 days is the time step, was used. If d c is larger than 150 km, the domain changes into an ellipse with western extremum of the distance d c . If an eddy center at next time step is located within the searched domain derived from an eddy at the previous time step, these two eddies are considered as the same eddy at these two time steps. To avoid counting two eddies with quite different sizes at neighbor steps as one eddy, the amplitude and area of the eddy in tracking must fall within 0.25 and 2.5 times those of the reference eddy. As ref. 2 pointed out, searching ahead more than one time step is ''unsuccessful''; thus, one time-step searching was used here.
EEF estimation. Eddies in the ocean are able to be classified according to their vertical structures. A common practice is based on the normal mode decomposition, i.e., observed eddies are decomposed into the barotropic mode and a seires of baroclinic modes. A critical issue is the partition of eddy energy among these possible modes. Due to the complicated nature of eddy dynamics, such a partition may depend on the time and geographic location, and it is a current research frontier.
As a working assumption, the simplified approach used in the previous study 18 is adapted in this study. Accordingly, it is assumed that the water-column-integrated kinetic energy is equally partitioned between the barotropic mode and the first baroclinic mode. Such an assumption is consistent with conclusions in previous studies that most part of KE in the upper ocean is contained in the first baroclinic mode 33 and the KE of an entire water column at periods beyond 1 day is roughly equally partitioned between the barotropic mode and the first baroclinic mode 34 .
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Technically, following ref. 35 , an equivalent two-layer model inferred from a continuously stratified model was used, and the interfacial depth by solving the eigen value problem was shown in Fig. 2a of Ref. 18 . The upper layer thickness is mostly deeper than 500 meters poleward of 40u. Within the central latitude band of ACC, especially south of 45uS, the equivalent interface depth is on the order of 1000 m. These features are respectively consistent with the climatological data analysis 26 and the model results in the subpolar gyre 27 and in the ACC band 28 . 
where a[½0,1 means the fraction of the barotropic components of SSHA signals; r^1030 kg=m 3 is the reference density; H 1,i , H 2,i , H i 5 H 1,i 1 H 2,i are the upperlayer, lower-layer, and total thickness, respectively, at gridpoint i; c is the percentage of barotropic KE in the total EKE and assumed as 0.5; g is the gravity acceleration; g i is SSHA at gridpoint i; A i is area of gridbox i; n is the number of the gridpoints enclosed in the eddy boundary; f 5 2Vsinh is the Coriolis parameter; V is the earth rotation rate; and h is the latitude.
The corresponding formula for the EAGPE is
where e i~D r i = r and Dr i is the density difference between the two layers at gridpoint i. How to calculate the estimates of eddy-energy dissipation/generation rates is also referred to Ref. 18 .
Before the I EEF is calculated, it is emphasized that the coherent mesoscale eddies identified and tracked in this paper are treated as non-dispersive structures according to Ref. 19 's analysis. Thus, the phase and group velocities are not distinguished as they are for linear Rossby waves. Then, the calculation is as follows. Suppose that n eddies have passed across a meridional 1-degree line segment in the 18 years. The zonal component of the mean EEF vector there is computed as
where E i is the total eddy energy (EKE plus EAGPE) of eddy i, Dl i is the distance that eddy i traveled across the line segment during the time step, and Dx i is the projection of the trajectory onto the direction-axis (so that E Dx Dl is the zonal component of energy flux for eddy i, and T 5 18 years. An analogous calculation is carried out for each zonal 1-degree line segment.
